Dropout swims to
She wanted to be the best
By Chris Georges
Sue Baross was a college dropout - who made it.
The 23-year-old recreation senior left SJSU last
year to devote all her energies to her synchronized
swimming career- and apparently the move paid off.
"I had a good year," she said.
A good year, indeed. Not only did Baross win solo,
duet and team titles at both the indoor and outdoor
Amateur Athletic Union senior national championships, but she also won two international solo
championships and capped off 1977 by being named one
of nine finalists for the AAU’s James E. Sullivan
Award, the highest amateur award in the United
States.
Other Sullivan nominees are swimmer John
Naber, diver Cindy Mclngvale, hurdler Edwin Moses,
figure skater Linda Fratianne, speed skater Eric
Heider, boxer Clinton Jackson, javelin thrower Kate
Schmidt and gymnast Stephanie Warn. The winner
will be announced in January.
Both a member of the world champion Santa Clara
Aquamaids and a student at SJSU since 1972, Baross
said she dropped out of school last year for one simple
reason - she wanted to be the best.
"I knew ever since! started that I wanted to come
this far," she said. "I always knew I wanted to be
national solo champion, although I never really though
about being international champion.

"I couldn’t go to school and swim at the same tune
and expect to do a good job at both. Swimming always
came first. I could’ve gotten better grades," she admitted with a smile, "but! made it through."
After a season which would be hard to top in any
sport, Baross hung up her swimsuit two weeks ago.
"My time had come," she said. After being the
oldest competitor on the Aquamaids for two years, she
will now pursue other interests - like a vaction.
"I guess it’s hard to retire after so many years, but
it’s easy not to work out," she laughed. "Other than
that, I’m looking forward to a nice long vacation before
I start to work or something - hopefully something."
A pretty 5-foot-6 strawberry blonde with a ready
laugh, Baross served as the AAU’s Western U.S.
synchronized swimming athlete representative the last
two years.
She said she first got wind of her Sullivan
nomination at the recent AAU national convention in
Columbus, Ohio.
"We were in the middle of this committee meeting
when our national chairman (for synchronized
swimming, Barbara Eaton) stood up. She was sort of
out of order, and said ’We need a unanimous decision to
nominate Sue Baross for the Sullivan Award.’ I just
went - "she said, as her jaw dropped and a
(Continued on back page)

Richard Johns

Sullivan Award nominee Sue Baross demonstrates her poise as a synchronized swimmer.
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Low voter turnout for election

Sydney Brink
San Jose Vice Mayor Susanne Wilson nominates Dr. Vic Corsiglia for CSUC trustee post.

Police to start tagging cars
parked in ban area Monday
San Jose Police will begin
ticketing cars in the area banned to
student parking on Monday.
Warning tickets informing
people that they are parked in
violation of the ban probably will be
issued today, and definitely will be
tomorrow, Sgt. Lloyd Warthan of the
SJPD said.
Beginning Monday, however, a
policeman hired specifically to
patrol the area under ban will begin

citing cars issuing those $3 tickets
that SJSU students are so familiar
with.
The ban applies to the area east
of campus between 12th and 17th
streets, and San Fernando and Interstate 280.
Ban hours are from 1 to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, and Ito
4 p.m. on Fridays.
If someone who is cited does not

pay his ticket, he is in for even more
trouble.
According to a new law called
the Roborti Bill, starting Jan. 1,
1978, anyone with unpaid traffic
tickets will not be allowed to register
his car until the ticket is settled.
Approximately 40 percent of the
tickets issued in the SJSU area go
unpaid, Sgt. Larry James of the
University Police, has stated.

By Jan Greben
An appearance by San Jose
Vice-Mayor
Susanne
Wilson
yesterday highlighted the concluding convention day of the
Committee for a Democratic
University (CDU), which continued
its volatile criticism of current SJSU
administrators.
By 3 p.m. yesterday, 146 people
had voted in CDU’s election, which
offered a choice between present
administrators and members of the
CDU slate. Results will be announced today.
Wilson, who nominated her
friend Vic Corsiglia for the position
of local member of the California
State University and Colleges Board
of Trustees, refused to state an
opinion on whether SJSU President
John Bunzel should resign.
"I’m here to nominate Vic,"
Wilson said. "I think bringing up his
(Bunzel’s resignation takes away
from what I’m here for. That is to
stress that we need a trustee here to
make sure that local interests are
heard by the chancellor’s office."
CDU slate members, besides
stressing their belief in "alternative
forms of university governance,"
were not hesitant to blast administrators. Frequently, the sparse
S.U. Ballroom gathering loudly
applauded the speeches.
Engineering Professor George
Sicular, CDU’s dean of faculty
candidate, called current faculty
head Robert Sasseen "a flunky of
the president. He’s willing to
subordinate himself to that job.
Otherwise, he wouldn’t have kept
the job for the many years he’s had
it.
"Once a grievance is filed by
any professor, all Sasseen wants to
do is win. He has no thought for the
professor."
Neither Bunzel nor any of his
staff made an appearance at the
convention to answer the charges.

Split of air time undecided
By Steve Dulas
More public affairs broadcasts in a
magazine-style format is the goal of KSJSFM for next semester, according to faculty
advmer Bill Craig.
No decision was reached at a meeting
Monday night of station personnel on how to
split .q) the air time. Craig said he hopes to
work this out soon.
alS operates on a magazine format,
which a a combination of different shows
during tae week. Craig had wanted the station
to chant to a straight format, which would
have eliminated much of the minority air
time. He backed down on his proposal last
week afttr a long, heated debate with
representakves of the minority groups
broadcasting m the station.
Air time Is now split up between the
groups using be station - blacks, whites,
Chicanos and Asians, as well as sports, news,
public affairs aid religious programming.
The station runs about five percent public
affairs, Craig said, and he would like to run

about 15 percent.
"The KSJS license renewal in August
1977, stated a percentage of the time must be
devoted to public affairs," he said. Between
this year and 1981, when the license will have
to be renewed, the station has to run a constant percentage of public affairs
programming, but no rate has been set by
law, he said.
Craig proposed to split up the air time
between the groups involved and have each
group responsible for producing its own
public affairs broadcasts. This would give
each group about 21 hours a week, and of that
time must have at least five hours of public
affairs broadcasts.
"Asian Horizons," however, has asked
for only two hours each week.
"The five hours, that’s a big step from
where we are now," said Richard Jackson,
programming director. "Probably only the
Latinos are doing five hours of PA now."
Jackson had his own idea on how to split
up the public affairs time.

"Just divide up the music time between
the ethnic groups," he said. "Have religious,
sports and special programs lay aside a
couple of hours for it."
Jackson helps program and produce the
black portion of KSJS’s broadcasting.
"The black program isn’t doing much
public affairs," Craig said.
"The programming is being done,"
Jackson replied, "but I’m not given credit for
it. I spread it around during the week."
When Craig challenged that the programs
were not "black perspective," Jackson said
that they were meant to go to a black
audience.
Craig said everyone who is on the air
should go out and get their own public affairs
broadcasts, that everyone should be
responsible for their own.
"I’m starting to feel like some people are
working their ass off and some are getting a
free ride," Craig said. The programming has
lobe shared, he stressed.
The next meeting set will be Nov. 18.

The CDU candidate for business
affairs director, AS. Treasurer
Maryanne Ryan, criticized Guttormsen for "making it difficult for
students to see the university accounting records.
"Every time I go in there to see
them," she continued, "they tell me
he’s out to lunch or something."
The originator of the election
scheme, sociology Professor Robert
Gliner, also CDU’s dean of undergraduate studies candidate, said
in his speech he would change much
of the emphasis of school
curriculum.
"We need an interdisciplinary
curriculum," Gliner said. "Now
there is no tie between the student’s
major and his other classes. Areas
outside of college aren’t so neatly
separated.
’The present format ill
prepares a student for jobs after
school. Is it no wonder that students
see school as a four-year summer
camp?"
Both Ginter and Wander were
disappointed at the small convention
turn-out, particularly on the part of
the faculty.
"People ought to put their
money where their mouth is,"
Gliner said. "We had tenured
professors supporting us in the
newspaper and so on but many
would not show up at the convention."
"I wish there would have been
more faculty brave enough to show
up," Wander agreed. "Contrary to
popular belief, these were serious,
real issues we discussed here."
Gliner added, "I thought the
speeches were outstanding. We
proved we’re not a joke, but very
serious about what we’re doing. We
plan on being an administration-inexile, and we’ll continue to fight for
relevant education."

Three local
sex attacks
this week
By Steve Waldron
One rape and two attempted
rapes have occurred in the campus
area within the last three days.
An attempted rape occurred
Sunday in front of the Student Union,
and a rape and attempted rape were
also reported in two sepirate incidents on Santa Clara and Sixth
streets within the last two days.
The victim of the rape Monday
night at about 9:50 was a SJSU
student who was walking from the
campus to her car. At Sixth and
Santa Clara streets she was grabbed
from behind by a man with "a large
knife," who threatened to cut her
throat, according to Sgt. Peter
Graves of the San Jose Police
Department.
He said the man forced the
woman to walk to "a nearby
darkened area" where he raped her.
This suspect is described as
Mexican -American, in his 20s,
weighing about 170 pounds.
Yesterday at 12:45 p.m. an
attempted rape was reported in the
same area. A woman who was on
campus looking for a friend who is a
SJSU student was attacked when she
returned to her parked car on Sixth
Street south of Santa Clara Street,
San Jose Police Sgt. Jack
Woodall said she was leaning in the
front window of her car to get
something out of the back seat when
she was attacked from behind by a
man who tried to rape her.
The woman began to scream
and fight. Woodall said, and the man
gave up and left.
Woodall said the area was
searched and "not one witness came
forward" in the midday attack. He
encouraged anyone who might have
witnessed the incident to contact the
San Jose police.
(Continued on back page

Bunzel talks to CSUC reps
SJSU President John Bunzel will
address a meeting of the statewide
Academic Senate here tomorrow.
The two-day meeting, to be held
in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room, will
run from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
tomorrow and from 8:30 am. until
early afternoon Friday.
Bunzel has not yet decided on a
topic for his talk, to be given at 9:45
a.m., according to James Noah,
director of university relations.

Roy Brophy, chairman of the
California State University and
Colleges board of trustees, was
asked to speak to the senate on his
proposal
for
a
’collective’
negotiation process" as an alternative to collective bargaining,
which the three major faculty
organizations in the state are lobbying for, bet ne declined.
CSUC Chancellor Glenn Dumke
also declined an invitation to speak
at the meeting.

Bus failure delays riders
SJSU commuters who use bus
route 87 experienced waits of as
much as an hour yesterday because
of a mechanical breakdown of one
bus that serves the route.
Buses normally run every 30
minutes on route 87, which runs
between Santa Clara and downtown
San Jose but tint time was doubled,
inconveniencing many transit
customers.

Francis Tunoteo, who works in
the customer services department of
Santa Clara County Transit, said
route 87 has not experienced any
more breakdowns than other county
routes.
-There’s no particular line that
is worse than other lines," she said.
She did not know when service
would be returned to normal, but
expected it would not be more than
one or two days.
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FORU
THE GREAT $235 DEBATE

Editorial

Wasted funds
The A.S. Council has unwisely appropriated student body
funds for a debate on the Bakke decision and A.S. President
Steve Wright has unwisely approved the allocation.
The Revolutionary Student Brigade and the Committee
to Fight the Bakke Decision requested $235 for advertising,
audio/visual equipment and leaflets for the Nov. 30 debate.
Wright said he did not veto the request because it was
"an actual program."
This is slightly perplexing since last month Wright
vetoed a $99 allocation for advertising to convince SJSU
President John Bunzel to debate the Bakke case.
Organized or not, the students on this campus should not
be required to fund another Bakke debate.
Four rallies on the Bakke case have been held by the RSB
since September. The most recent one was last week.
SJSU President John Bunzel and campus Affirmative
Action Officer Stephen Faustina presented their views on
Bakke at an A.S. Council meeting in September.
Faustina participated in a panel discussion with students
earlier in the semester. Bunzel’s position has been widely
publicized.
Roy Young, chairman of the political science department, and political science Professor William McCraw also
debated the Bakke decision last month.
Spartan Daily coverage of the issue has been extensive.
Two full pages a theme page and an opinion page were
devoted to the arguments and possible implications of the
case. Other local media have also given much coverage to
Bakke.
It is highly inappropriate for students to finance any
more debates, rallies or discussions on this matter.
We submit that all students and faculty members who
wanted to become informed about the case already have.
Apathetic feelings of the rest of the student body won’t be
conquered by one more debate. The $235 of student monies
could be better spent.

Preserve integrity
not muckraking
By Jim Hooker
This letter is an open statement
to my journalism colleagues:
Much to my dismay, I have
heard a great deal of talk by my
peers about muckraking in the news
media, and the responsibility of the
media to gather news regardless of
the obstacles posed by unwilling
sources and uncooperative officials.
There has also been a great
amount of discussion among my
colleagues, most of them idealistic
novices, about the need to embark
on some sort of journalistic crusade
under the guise of "protecting and
serving the First Amendment,"
which guarantees freedom of
speech.
Jim Hooker is a
Spartan Doily staff writer

All too many reporters, it
seems, now use the First Amendment as a shield for journalistic
crusades, while many times
ignoring accuracy and responsibility.
Along these lines, may I suggest
that many novice journalists reexamine their "Woodward and
Bernstein" fantasies, and begin to
face up to the realistic facts about
news gathering, that is, gathering
the news in a responsible manner.
A journalist’s integrity does not
begin when he or she sits down
behind a typewriter to churn out a
story, but is something that is
carried over into daily thoughts,
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I am aware that facts by
themselves can be tedious. They
become interesting when they are
interpreted. The San Jose Mercury
News provided some perspective in
an excellent story on Oct. 24th. Sgt.
Earl McClure of the San Jose Police
Department’s sex detail unit
reported that throughout the city
rapes have jumped "11 percent in
the first five months of this year."
(A year ago they were up 26 percent
over those reported in 19Th.)
Further, the incidence of rape is
higher in other areas of the city than
on the campus. One large apartment complex in northwest San
Jose, he said, "has been the scene of
five rapes within four weeks." In
another section of town "four rapes
have been reported within three
months."
Concluded Sgt. McClure: "For
the number of people attending
SJSU and the type of people and
housing in the surrounding neighborhood, the number of reported
rapes is not overly high."
I repeat: one rape on campus is
too many.
Meanwhile, I shall
continue to complain about and
attempt to correct inaccurate and
reckless reporting whenever I find it
in the major metropolitan press.
John H. Bunzel
President, San Jose State University

Shah of Iran
to visit U.S.
Editor:
Regarding the Iranian student’s
protest against the United States
and Iranian military recruiters on
the SJSU campus:
The events on Monday, Oct. 17,
1977 must be viewed in light of the
present involvement of the U.S.
government in Iran and its consequences on Iran’s society.
Today, in Iran, the Iranian
people are faced with a regime
whose brutal, suppressive and
fascist nature is well exposed to the
eyes of the world public. The fascist
rule of the puppet shah is directly
the outcome of U.S. imperialist
domination, interference, and
control of Iran’s society.
In fact, the shah was brought to
power by a CIA engineered coup in
1953, in which the progressive
government of Dr. Mossadegh was
overthrown. Since that time, US.
military and financial aid, arms
sales, the establishment of SAVAK
(the notorious secret police) etc.,
have been the main instruments in
ensuring the fascist regime’s
existence.
More than 36,000 US. military
and "civilian" advisers and an
"advanced" army and police apparatus built and sold by the U.S.
are the supports which the despotic
shah and his U.S. monopolist
masters use to continue their backbreaking exploitation of the Iranian
oppressed masses, as well as their
savage plunder of Iran’s vast
natural resources.
However, the Iranian people
have always resisted the oppression,
exploitation, and plunder by the U.S.
imperialists and their lacky, the
shah. In recent years the struggle of
our people has reached new heights.
An intergal part of this struggle is
the struggle of the Iranian students
abroad.
A current struggle of the Iranian
students’ movement is directed
against the shah’s upcoming visit to
the U.S. The fascist shah will be in
the U.S. to give his imperialist
masters a visit on Nov. 15, and
students across the U.S. will be
ready to give him a "grand
welcome." The union of Iranian
Students in the U.S. (UIS-US) is
planning to hold demonstrations in
some major U.S. cities to protest
this visit.
We invite all freedom loving
people to voice their opposition and
condemn the visit of that fascist
butcher, the Shah of Iran.
Mohamed Mobarez
Engineering Senior
Union of Iranian Students, San Jose

Steve Dulas

Carol Sarasohn

Scott

Editor:
I have repeatedly said that one
incident of sexual assault on the
campus is too many but that inflated
figures reported in newspapers and
on the radio or television reflect an
apathetic attitude towards the facts
and a careless manipulation of
numbers.
Concerned parents have called
my office from different parts of the
state to say - and I am now quoting,
for example, one mother from the
Sacramento area - "I just heard on
the radio that there have been 14
rapes on your campus."
These reports are untrue. I gave
her, as I have given every one who
has called, the true figures for this
campus. Numbers by themselves
may not be much comfort, but we
have an obligation to correct misstatements in the press which, in
turn, create misperceptions of what
has actually happened on the
campus.
The Spartan Daily seems to
think that because I didn’t have
examples of this "exaggerated"
reporting with me at the precise
moment one of its reporters approached me- I don’t carry
newspaper clippings with me - that I
was making things up.
I also told a reporter that my
wife recently read an account that
badly distorted the facts. And so she
did, as I confirmed for myself this
past weekend when I checked it out.
This is what she read and is a
specific example of what I mean:
the San Francisco ExaminerChronicle of Oct. 16th made
reference to "22 cases of sexual
assault on the campus since
January." That is a direct quote. It
is also completely false.
The facts are these: 1) there
htr e been two rapes on the campus
since January 1st which are still

under investigation. At one time it
was thought the figure was three.
But the girl in question has since
admitted it was not a rape and that
she made up the whole story. That
particular incident simply did not
take place; 2) there have been six
attempted rapes on the campus
since January 1st. Four have been
closed with arrests; two are still
open.
Thus there are two rapes and
two attempted rapes on campus still
not solved.

Bill Weeks

Columnist

Reporters

Without this all-encompassing
code of journalistic ethics, the aims
of responsible reporting are
defeated.
Integrity must become a part of
the writing and the news gathering.
Uncompromising, unwielding
aggressive tactics may sound appealing in theory, but all too many
novices see that as an accepted and
respected practice.
That kind of reporting can do
nothing but destroy the credibility
and respect afforded the press.

Bunzel restates
media criticism

Mark Rosenberg
Geene Rees
Rich Freedman

Sports Editor
Special Projects Editor
Publicity Director

Business Manager

words and actions.
A reporter, for the Spartan
Daily or any other newspaper, might
find it a next to impossible task to
gather news by any and all means,
and then place himself behind a
typewriter determined to assume
the role of a guardian of the public
good.
Of course, in any story, there is,
and should be, that element of
aggressive reporting involved, but
this should never be achieved
without the knowledge that he has
exercised a responsibility not only
for his readers, but his sources as
well.

Letters to The Daily

Editor:
It will be a sad day when the
American people welcome to our
shores a fascist dictator that was put
into power in 1953 by the CIA that
helped to take out of power the
popular government of Dr.
Mossadegh; and under the shah’s
rule, Iran has become the graveyard
of liberty.
According to Amnesty International, there are more than
100,000 political prisoners in Iran.
But in a dictatorship such as the
shah’s, all the Iranian people are in
prison, a jail of fear, where they
can’t speak out against the tyrannical regime of the shah; or if they
do, then it means torture in prison or
the grave.
The dictatorial regime in Iran
has brought nothing but misery and
suffering to the Iranian people.
Where once a self-sufficient,

agricultural society existed, today
Iran cannot produce more than
seven percent of its internal demand
for food. Last year alone, more than
$4 billion were spent for food imports.
All the wealth and natural
resources of Iran are being used to
keep the puppet shah in control for
America’s business interests. And
just the basic needs of the people,
which are very great, only gets a
smile from the shah.
For example, in 1975-1976, more
than 40 percent of the total national
budget, $12 billion, was allocated for
military and internaL expenses,
while the total allocation for
education was less than two percent
of the military budget, a mere $232
million. Yet 60 to 70 percent of the
people are illiterate, and they have
an infant mortality rate of 60 percent
and their life spand on the average is
only 38 years. What do the Iranian
people have to look forward to then?
So these conditions, where the
great number of people have nothing
from their government but an iron
fist, leaves them with only one
thing: armed struggle.
Because of the bravery of the
Iranians who have already perished
at the hands of the shah’s secret
police force, the dread SAVAK and
of the ones who are fighting on, their
cause will be remembered in
history.
Once again the shah is following
the custom all puppets follow, to
visit the new United States
President and receive instructions
on how to serve and safeguard the
interests of the U.S. government and
U.S. monopolies.
In every visit to the U.S. the
shah aimed to persudade the
American public that he is "a
benevolent
monarch"
of a
progressive country. To prove this,
this time has ordered:
Bringing several planeloads of
SAVAK agents from Iran to participate in pro shah demonstrations
and to attack the progressive and
anti-shah demonstrations.
Bring all Iranian military
personnel training in this country to
those same demonstrations.
Offering round trip tickets,
hotel accommodations and a bribe of
$300 to $400 to any Iranians within
the U.S. who will go to Washington to
demonstrate in favor of the shah.
This is a desperate conspiracy
on part of both the U.S. and the
Iranian governments to mislead the
public about the fascist regime of
the shah.
Viet Binh
San Jose

Raps anti -shah
protest tactics
Editor:
The Iranian students on campus
are abusing their rigtt to free
speech. They are pretesting the
shah’s upcoming U.S. visit.
They have the rigit to protest
their views to the peorie. It is their
methods !disagree will.
Posters have bee put on things
all over campus: trash cans, walls,
doors, Spartan Daiy boxes, street
lamps, etc. The posters are not
taped or stapled but glued.
I think the Iranian Students
should
tell the
Association
protesters to clean up the mess. And
in the future keep protesting through
proper channels such as handing out
leaflets or putdng signs on bulletin
boards.
John Fisher
Business Junior
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Reflexology deals with
the foot of problem
By Corky Dick
The feet can be
essential in helpinn to solve
health
problems
throughout the body.
Holly Lynn has a
profession that gets this
done. She is a foot
reflexologist.
Reflexology deals with
the principle that there are
reflexes in the feet relative
to every organ and all parts
of the body. Stimulating
these reflexes can help
many health problems in a
natural way.
Dating back to ancient
Chinese
wisdom,
reflexology’s main functions are to reduce tension
and improve circulation in
the body. Reflexology
differs from massage in
that it deals with the nerve
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endings in between bones
while massage works with
the skin and muscles.
Lynn
presents
reflexology seminars
throughout
Northern
California and also gives
personal treatments.
"I’ve been involved
with reflexology for two
years," Lynn said. "It is a
profession that doesn’t take
a long time to learn and is
growing in popularity in
California. There are quite
a few reflexologists
springing up in this area."
The Eunice Ingham
method of reflexology is
the most widely known. She
has developed many of the
techniques
used
and
stresses anatomy in her
teaching. Her staff conducts seminars on an international scale.
Lynn took two four-day
seminars from the Ingham
staff and picked up the
techniques quickly. Her
hands are her basic tolls.
"I teach my own
system now," Lynn said.
"It combines my style, the
Ingham method and one
that I learned from a lady
who taught it at a German
nursery school. She also
used it as a form of exercise in military hospitals
because there was not
enough room for physical
therapy.
The Ingham method
says you should not use
lotion or oils but I do. I also
try to be as gentle as I can
where the Ingham method
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The Place
To Eat
is at San Fernando’s

Tacos 404
Enchiladas 40c
Tostodas 400
Burritos 400
Tamales 400

Bar -13-0 Tocos2/354
Chili Nahum) 654
Meat Burrito 654
Quesadilla 454
Rice or Beans 500

Only two in area

Magicians hard to find

says you have to massage
certain areas even if it
hurts."
Before coming to the
Northern California area
three months ago, Lynn
gave classes and treatments in
Paradise,
California, a retirement
community west of Chico.
Her clientele was made of
mostly older persons who
had circulation problems
and needed love and atte
nn.
"I teach mostly attitude
instead
of
technique," Lynn said.
"You have to develop good
rapport with the people and
show them that you care. If
a person is very tense the
treatment won’t do much
good."
Many doctors say that
reflexology is a big joke
and that only drugs and
operations can be a successful cure for a patient’s
problems.
Some
chiropractors,
though,
have reflexologists work
with them in their offices.
"I know of some cases
where surgery wasn’t
needed when people had
it," Lynn said. "I had
surgery when the doctors
told me I had only eight

Sydney Brink

Holly Lynn manipulates
a student’s foot while
she teaches the science
hours to live. If I had
known about reflexology
three months earlier, I
wouldn’t have needed it."

Clara. The Friday session
will run from 7 to 9 p.m.
and the Saturday session
will go from 9 to 11 a.m.

Lynn conducted a
reflexology
class
on
campus on Oct. 5. She will
be doing a two-day seminar
on Nov. 11 and 12 at 1540
Los Padres Blvd. in Santa

The first night will deal
with lecture material and
the second day will work
with putting the techniques
into practice. The two-day
seminar costs $10. Lynn’s
rate is considerably lower
than Ingham who charges
$110 for a two-day
workshop.

of cabbages
and kings

A personal treatment
from Lynn would cost $5.
These generally run close
to an hour.
"The
better
reflexologist you’re going
to be depends on how
sensitive you are," Lynn
said. "The right attitude is
very important."

By Carol Sarasohn
Everyone was there yesterday - newsmen from channels
4, 7 and 11, members of the faculty and A.S. Council and
Susanne Wilson, San Jose Vice -Mayor - everyone, that is,
except the students.
Susie arrived in a beige suit with contrasting brown
blouse and knee boots (Women’s Wear Daily please note
and never stopped smiling as she nominated her friend
Dr. Victor F. Corsiglia Jr., a downtown internal medicine
practitioner, for the position of local member of the
Calif orna State University and Colleges Board of Trustees
in front of a scant group of 30 people at the Convention for
a Democratic University.
"I’m unaccustomed to speaking in front of such large
crowds," Susie joked. "This election has generated about
as much interest as some of the elections in San Jose."
Vic said he was appalled at the "second-class
citizenship" status at SJSU. "I look at 30,000 people
crammed into a few square blocks here and then I look at
the University of Santa Cruz with acres and acres of land
and few students and faculty. I want to lobby for a larger
piece of the financial pie for this university."
Susie, ever the consummte politician, dodged the
Bunzel issue when a student (disguised as a Spartan Daily
columnist), asked if she thought Runzel should resign.
"I came here to talk about the university and the city
working together as a team - that’s what the university
should be doing," she smiled.
Thanks, Susie, I think you answered my question.
If you hang around the S.U. cafeteria long enough you’ll
run into just about everyone including John Vasconcellos,
D-San Jose. Since he had just spoken in front of Professor
I.ucy Scott’s Human Sexuality class on the subject of
Sexuality, Morality and the Law, I asked him what he
thought of John Briggs’ the Orange County Senator),
efforts to pass an initiative outlawing homosexuals from
teaching in schools.
"I think everyone should know this is an anti-human
rights initiative." he said, "so that Briggs doesn’t get any
more publicity than he deserves." This initiative "is
denying people the right to choose their own way of life."
wrote a letter to the president," Larry Gerston, poli.
set. prof said.
"Why would you want to write John Runzel?" I asked.
"No, I mean THE President - Carter," Gerston
laughed. "I told him about the class I’ll be teaching next
semester - assessing the Carter administration - and
asked him if he has any information I should include in my
lectures. I also told him he’s welcome to drop by as our
honored guest."
Gerston said he’ll probably receive some kind of
answer but, "I don’t know whether it will be a form letter
or one written by a flunky. With my luck, Amy will
probably answer my letter."
"I

Zah Fernantioz
Mevicon Food

4th and San Fernando

PRESENTS
The last minute of Carrie contains a
shock effect the like of which .you
may never have experienced in a
movie before.
-Richard Corliss, New Times

of reflexology at Peer
Drop -in Center at SJSU.

American

poet reads
tonight
Lawrence Ferlingetti
will present a poetry
reading at the final
segment of the Fall Poetry
Festival at 8 tonight in the
San Jose Museum of Art
and Metropolitan Adult
Education, 110 S. Market
St.
Ferlingetti describes
himself as an unblinking
eye and is known for such
poems as: "Pictures of the
Gone World," "A Coney
Island of the Mind" and
"Starting from San
Francisco."
The 76-year-old poet
was born in Yonkers, N.Y.
After spending most of his
youth in an orphanage,
Ferlingetti was taken to
France with his aunt.
has
Ferlingetti
published 17 books of
dealing
prose
poetry and
with social statements. He
is a political poet and has
devoted his life to helping
others through his poetry.
He is now involved in a
long prose work -in progress, one part which is
tentatively called, "Her
Too."

By Corky Dick
A woman appears in a
puff of smoke. She is
hypnotized and starts to
rise in mid-air. All of a
sudden she vanishes.
People in the audience
wonder if they really saw
it. How did the woman
disappear? Were there
mirrors involved? Was
there some sort of rope that
whisked her away? Only
the magician knows for
sure and he won’t tell.
A magician today has
to be sharp to get
anywhere. It’s not an easy
field to break into and
make it in on a full-time
basis. There are only a few
hundred magicians in the
nation that are full time
professionals.
In the San Jose area
there are two full time
magicians;
William
Wizard and Koo Koo, the
Magic Clown. They have
been involved with magic
for 29 and 28 years,
respectively.
Wizard’s show is a
large-scale operation. With
$150,000 invested in magic
props including robots (one
7 feet tall), laser beams,
fog machines, a cannon
and elaborate costumes,
Wizard presents a topnotch act. The stage show
runs from 30 to 90 minutes.
Three assistants help
Wizard.
One area Wizard
specializes in is the "theme
character." He has
developed a Mardi gras,
circus, English and
Spanish character for
The
various shows.
Dickens Fair and the
Renaissance Fair have
asked him to do special
characters for them.
Wizard does quite a
few shows for large
companies such as General
Electric, but prefers
playing at fairs and
colleges. The average
person who attends his
show is 20 years old.
"We don’t limit ourselves to one type of
audience," Wizard said.
"We’ve done shows in
nursery schools and convalescent homes. Our show
is quite complex and caters
to a somewhat older crowd
for the most part."
Koo Koo on the other
hand deals with children’s
magic. He is a clown who
does magic so it adds to the
THE AFFORDABLE
COMPUTER STORE!
Another

location

for

people,

MEN & WOMEN BETWEEN 18 8 60
Donate Blood Plasma

[01cr Cash

$15 a week to $60 a month
San Jose Plasma Center
1469 Park Ave., S.J., 998-4567

K I N KO’S

SAN JOSE PAINT
AND INALLPAP8111 Co.

87 Valley Fair Ctr.
San Joiso,Ca.
249-8700
365 San Antonio Rood
Mt. View, Ca.
041-3600

HIGH PRICES HAVE YOU

BUGGED?
VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL
I.
2.

Tune.up
Set timing

3.
4.

Change oil

5.

New points
Lubrication

6.

Adjust brakes

7.

Adjust valves
3 quarts of oil
Adjust carburetor

9.

PRICE
ROLLED BACK
TO 1974

25

111

It.
12.

Check broke fluid -add

13.

Check battery fluid.add
Check transmission

14.

’As

ALL PARTS
INCLUDED

4 new spark plugs
Check compression

10.

MOM

fluid.add

SPARTAN MOBIL
YOUR

THE BYTE SHOP

INFLATION BEATER

2626 Union Avenue,
San Jose

Hours: Mon. -Fri. 7:30-4:00

377-4685

10110 (i0(10 VOR AO Boo 11, 19/2 bum.. Karma’, (Oa ,olbac,
Squaretwits and Th/ng

Tues.-Fri, 10-7, Sat. 10 4

11th

and San Carlos

294-1562

SIXTH ANNUAL SERIEs

LSAT SEMINARS
A 2-das seminar to equip law school candidates with the skills and understanding necessary to maximize their performance on the LSAT.
the seminar staff lead an analysis of LSAT Question Typelincluding new types and test
format), and Test Taking Techniques, and Administer Practice LSAT Type Tests.
the Staff includes: R.L. Trinchero, Ph.D.. Director of Testing, CSU, Hayward; M.1
Southern, Ph.D., Director of Testing, CSU San Jose; Leigh Burstein, Ph.D.. School oi
Education, UCLA; G.R. Gruber, Ph.D., Author, Regnery Exam Preparation Book.
lo enroll, or for complete information and schedules, write or call:
The Registrar, Western States LSAT Study and Preparation Seminar
lIt Pine Street, Rm. 1110, San Francisco, California 94111 !Tel 415 198.190g)

MOPEDS...WHAT AMERICA IS COMING TO...MOTORIZED BIKES

SJSU STUDENTS:
Park It Anywhere
You Want It
Spniist SJSU Discouna
$10 off list price - any moped
FREE lock and cable - $12.95 vain(’

with minimum down and approved ciedn

TONIGHT
7 and 10 PM
MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION: $1.00

overnight

no minimum

Since 1916

AS LOW AS $21 PER MO.
Starring: Sissy Spacek
Piper Laurie, William Katt,
John Travolta, Amy Irving,
Betty Buckley.

3’

FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
FRAMING
BOOKS
. TRANSFER
LETTERS

consultants.

WANTED!
0

COPIES

ARTIST MATERIALS

and

Come in and see
our demos!

"Magic is one of the
entertainment forms that
has had a rebirth in the last
10 years," Wizard said. "It
has taken on a new look
with much research going
in to produce a qualit
show."

123S 3.0 St

hobbyists, experimenters,
business

hobby," Koo Koo said
There are many other
local magicians who do
part-time shows, mostly
birthday parties, in the San
Jose area. This is how
many of the younger
magicians get their start."

variety of his show.
"Children are very
simple minded and that is
why a lot of magicians
don’t like to deal with
them," Koo Koo said.
"Magic is based on
very simple principles,"
Koo Koo said. "There have
only been one or two new
tricks invented in the last
hundred years. Magicians
just take an old trick and
work a new slant off it."
Koo Koo does not
believe that a person can
make a living at strictly
magic. There are not
enough places to perform
and they need to have a lot
of connections.
"I wouldn’t advise
anyone to look at magic for
a future except as a

6 Different Makes & 12 Models
Up to 150 Miles per Gallon
Virtually Maintenance Free
FUN Riding
Never Stuck in Traffic
No License Plates Needed
No DMV Registration

FREE gas can - S 6.85 %aloe

YOU SAVE $29.80
Largest

.Se’lr( tom yl

Mopeds

Ill

J

.soluta (dart,

ECOLOGY
ECONOMY
ENVIRONMENT

FUN-T/113’11C MOPEDS

flours: 12am-Ypiii Dad);

(At Winchester, across and south
of Century 24)

Sat. 12-6pm;
Sun. 12-5pm

3082 MAGLIOCCO DR.

Vg-0288
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SPORTS
Spartan s occer skid
proves fa tal in L.A.

SJSU runner
earns award
By Gary Peterson
Ask the University of Hawaii defenders what they
remember most about their game with SJSU last
Saturday and they’ll probably say the back of Kevin
Cole’s jersey."
Cole was named PCAA offensive player of the week
for his effort against the Rainbow Warriors which included 127 yards rushing, 54 yards receiving and 29 yards
on a kickoff return.
In addition, the junior tailback leads the squad in
rushing for the season with 567 yards on 142 carries for a
3.9 average and seven scores.
He’s also caught 12 passes for 119 yards and returned
17 kickoffs fora 24.5-yard average.
This marks the second time this year Cole has won the
honor, the first being after the Long Beach State game.
Grid Gnotes: "Sugar Ray" Roberson, who has accounted for five (by his count) opposition quarterbacks
having to leave the game, is predicting he’ll score his
sixth knockout Saturday against Stanford... Jon Crosby,
associate athletic director, wants everyone to know he
picked Jimmy Young to win Friday’s fight with Ken
Norton. "Young was robbed," Cros asserted afterward.
Sure. Jon, so was McGovern.

BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT
GETTING OUT OF HAND ?

Sydney Brink

SJSU’s Kevin Cole earned PCAA Offensive Player -of -the -Week for his efforts
Saturday against Hawaii. Cole picked up 127 yards in 25 carries, giving him
567 yards on 142 attempts for the year. Chasing Cole is No. 22 Kent Conley.

Basketball positions
still up for grabs
TAKE A BREATHER AT COLLEGE LIFE!
TOPIC: CHRIST IS THE ANSWER,
SO WHAT’S THE QUESTION?
THURS. NOVEMBER 10
7:30 P.M. WASHBURN HALL
SPONSORED BY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

EXCITING THINGS ARE HAPPENING
AT THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE.

PAINTING!
Exhibit your talent by

learning to paint and draw
from the ground up Let
our professional instructors
show you how

A

To receiyedetailed i oformation fillout the blank spaces below.
tear out the complete ad and mail to the office of the Registrar
Name
Address
College attending
Number of semesters completed _

ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
625 Sutter Street. San Francisco CA94102, 415/673-4200

01<(’

ROUND TRIP
flight of your choice

HAWAII

OR

MEXICO

No purchase is necessary. Drawing will be held on
December 9.1977 at WM p.m.
Fare is based on one twrson and the maximum flight value
of 5250 must be applied to transportation only.
V ou must bring this coupon to our
ofiice on or before December 9, 1977.
Trip and Travel Planning is here to serve the campus
ommunity. We offer free worldwide charter locating service...Maps...Luggage...Travel backpacks...hard to find
books...Eurail passes...Youth hostel rards...Int’l student I.D.
ards. etc
coupon is valid only when you bring it in and at that time you
will also receive
a
FREE PERSONALIZED LUGGAGE TA(,
11518

SWISS
TRIP AND TRAVEL PLANNING COMPANY
(Fiiritierb Canuiu Trat.,1 Nanning Contlati))
111 E. Willi.iui Si. 11011, VI xi
10H) 292.1(.13

By Pete Cavaghan
It rose among the
multitudes, growing louder
with each passing moment,
until the ruler of the throng
could bear it no longer.
The ruler’s right-hand
man then sounded a loud
whistle, and all became
quiet. He directed half of
the troops to one side of the
structure, half to the other.
An excerpt from a 15th
century novel? Unrest in
South Africa?
Neither of these.
Simply 16 happy Spartan
basketball players whose
chant of "Dunk drill"
brought the response from
assistant coach Hal
Dohling to set up the
routine.
All 16 SJSU cagers can
dunk the ball, and all
proceeded to show off their
best moves to the delights
of the players and spectators.
In a sense it was a
revival. All those dragging
around tired bodies after
nearly three hours of
practice showed sudden
bursts of energy, climaxed
by Sylvester Pritchett’s
360-degree spin slam dunk.
Alas, it was only a
practice, but the high
morale was there.
The
enthusiasm
and
willingness to work was
there.
Of the 16 players
omhhand, (one was red-

shirt Paul Schilleci) 15
were surivors of what Ivan
"the
Guevara called
toughest cut I’ve ever
made."
The squad is young,
unexperienced, and eager
to start the season. The
only senior is captain
Tracy Haynes, a two-year
starter at forward who’s
being moved to big guard.
All 15 may "make" the
team, Guevara hinted. "I

Phil Davis
may not cut anybody."
Guevara would simply
have the whole entourage
dress for home and nearby
road games. Ten men will
make distant road trips.
The
Australian
National Team is the first
opponent for the Spartans,
who host the Aussies in
Independence
Park
Fieldhouse at 8 p.m. Nov.
19.

Who’ll be included in
the starting five against
Australia is unsure at this
time, but coach Ivan
Guevara noted that were
the season to start now, he
would go with sophomore
center Stan Hill, secondyear man Geary McKoy at
playmaking guard, and
junior college transfer
Earner Mays at forward.
The remaining two
spots would be filled by
guard-forward Haynes and
either big guard Ron Lowe,
a junior, or frosh forward
Sid Williams.
Phil Davis, Frank
Johnson, Jim Moniz, Mike
Mendez, Syl Pritchett and
Dough Murrey give the
Spartans
considerable
depth at the guards, and
Wally Rank will see considerable playing time at
forward.
The Spartans promise
to be quicker than last
year, and will phase into
the running game as they
learn
what
Guevara
preaches: "control."
"Wally (Rank) is a
great natural talent," the
coach commented. "When
he gets under control, he’ll

knowhis wife, Jackie, the team’s biggest
boostei .
"Some of the players came up to me,"
Guevara said, and told me that their
weekends weren’t too hot, either, so at
least I know they’re thinking about it.
All hope should not be lost, however.
Guevara did mention that while losing five
players from last year’s team who saw
considerable action, he thought of this
year’s team as a year to rebuild.
"Maybe not," he remarked.
One bright spot of the scrimmage was
the play of Sylvester Pritchett, who is
making the transition from forward to
guard.
Mention bad hands to the team, and
they’ll say "Pritch." However, the 6-foot-4
leaper made only three turnovers while
seeing extensive action, and shot well from
both the field and the free throw line.
Pritchett, a junior, also yanked down
nine rebounds, quite a few for a guard.
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not prepared enough for
the better teams because of
our easy schedule earlier
on," he said.
Scoring specialist Easy
Perez, who will not equal
his nation leading output
for the last two years of 23
goals, offered no excuses.
"UCLA came out and
took control and we let
"That’s
them," he said

Break away from the humdrums.
Choose the unique gift front our
fine selection.
Digital Watches - From 8.95 and up.
Electronic Cigaret Lighters with lifetime guaranty.
Video Games - Thrills for the
entire family.
Avoid the rush--buy now.
Easy !a way plan
Interim
’-,
til

Every Wednesday night at 7 p.m.
The First Baptist Church
College lounge, rm. 207

Tonight
Ron Durham on
"Principals in Knowing God’s Will’
Mr. Durham is Chaplain of the Baylor
University football team, the "BEARS’
and pastor of the Columbus Avenue
Baptist Church in Waco, Texas.

SPECIAL
COLLEGE
RETREAT

’Wwilm\MICAVw. 741791

November 10-1 1
Ron Durham
"Christian Dating"
"Biblical Teaching on Marriage"
Sponsored by
The College Department

Free
0

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF SANJOSE
BOO Ironwood Drive
near Almaden and Curtner
the church on the hill

IPMF1INPANI7..-Wal
T
-

.

Complete digital
watch repair
202-313 t

COLLEGE FORUM
SERIES

Coach Ron McBeth’s
rugby team is now practicing Tuesday
and
Thursdays from 3 to 5 p.m.
at South Campus.
Players are still
needed, according to
McBeth. The team’s first
match is the Stanford
Tournament Dec. 3.

January Session
Bulletins
available
November 16,1977
in the
Spartan Daily

how its been for the last
four games, we just
haven’t played well."
Perez scored 11 goals
in the first eight games,
possibly on his way to a
third straight scoring title.
But since then, he has
netted only two, the 13th
coming Monday for the
Spartans’ only tally against
USC

interim

Rugby practice
twice weekly

Here Guevara paused
momentarily searching for
an adjective that may not
exist.
Finally, Guevara
resorts to the ’cliched
"...he’ll be awesome."

Basketball scrimmage
ruins Ivan’s weekend
By Pete Cavaghan
"In practice, they’re great,"
basketball coach Ivan Guevara said of his
15-man squad, "but when you start
keeping statistics, they go right away from
the team concept and do things individually.
"It may come to the point where I
start the five least talented players if
they’re the ones who play best together."
Guevara made these and other
comments in the wake of last Saturday’s
scrimmage.
"It isn’t a lack of ability, but a lack of
poise. When it gets tough, they try to do
things on an individual basis, and we just
can’t have that," Guevara continued.
The mentor was visibly upset, and said
in no uncertain terms that the team ought
to improve if it plans to have something
other than a rebuilding year.
"It the scrimmage) ruined his whole
weekend," related someone who would

By Mark Geyer
When the SJSU soccer
team left for Southern
Saturday
California
morning, everybody was
talking about blowing away
UCLA and USC in a lastditch effort for the NCAA
Western Regionals.
Good try, guys.
The only thing the
Spartans accomplished
over the three day visit was
extending their losing
streak to four games,
falling victim to UCLA 4-0
Saturday night and USC 2-1
Monday afternoon.
The booters, now 9-7
this year, have lost six of
their last seven games
after an eight game winning streak earlier in the
season that had them
looking to the regionals
prematurely.
That streak ended
when the two time
defending NCAA champs
from USF visited Spartan
Stadium Oct. 9 for perhaps
the first good test of the
season for SJSU.
Since then, the Spartans have won one game, a
3-1 decision over Fullerton
Oct. 21.
Many players said that
the lack of formidable
opponents during the first
half of the season is a direct
cause of the current slump.
"We didn’t improve
thaqt much because the
teams we played weren’t
that good until USF," said
defender Matt Chapman.
John
Sophomore
Bradley agreed. "We were

LOOK AT THESE PRICES
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New VA rule
can now cost
student vets
The head of the Veterans Administration has warned
veterans that dropping courses or taking courses for nonpunitive grades could result in owing the government
money.
VA chief Max Cleland said in certain circumstances
the law now requires the agency to retroactively cancel
assistance payments. In the past, GI Bill payments would
have continued until the end of the month ot withdrawal.
Cleland pointed out, however, that the government
would not seek repayment when a veteran withdraws due
to circumstances beyond the individual’s control.
The law, which went into effect last December,
prohibits VA payment of educational benefits for any part
of a course that is not used in computing graduation
requirements.
Cleland explained that students could find themselves
overpaid for courses from which they withdraw and for
courses in which the assigned grade does not count toward
graduation.
Payments for such courses, Cleland said, must be
stopped as of the first day of a school term.
"The safest course," Cleland said, "is not to drop a
course or request a ’non-punitive’ grade until you contact
the school’s veteran’s affairs office and find out what
effect the withdrawal or grade may have on your monthly
VA check."
SJSU Veterans Clerk Michele Gorman said students
auditing courses, receiving credit for a challenge exam or
withdrawing from a class could wind up owing the
government money.
if you get credit in the course, there is no problem,"
she said. "As long as you can apply the units towards your
graduation, you will get paid for it."
Gorman added that veterans should start dropping by
the Vet’s Office, located in Bldg. R, to check on payments
for between semesters and the spring semester. The Vet’s
Office is open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.

.SPARTAGUIDE
Socialist Workers
Party member Olga
Rodriguez is speaking on
"Earter’s First Year: A
Sbcialist View" at noon
tbday in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. The
speech is sponsored by the
Young Socialist Alliance.

All students are invited
to a sing-along at a meeting
of the Gay Student Union at
8 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

"The Youth and
Student Movement: Past,
Present and Future" is the
topic of a program sponsored by the Revolutionary
The Chicano Pre-Law Student Brigade at 12:30
Association will present p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
representatives from the Umunhum Room.
Santa Clara Law School at
The Chicano Alliance
3: p.m. today in the S.U.
meets every Thursday in
Almaden Room.
the SJSU Women’s Center
at 5 p.m. New members are
welcome.
The SJSU Health
denter is sponsoring a rap
The Chicano Business
session on "Contraceptives
Students organization is
ahd Male Awareness" at 7 meeting
at 3:30 p.m. today
trInight in the lounge of Joe in the S.U. Eld
Pacheco
West Hall.
Room. New members are
welcome.

Shah’s visit
spurs protest
in S.U. today

The Iranian Students
Association will protest the
Shah of Iran’s upcoming
visit to the U.S. during a
rally today at 12:30 p.m. in
the S.U. Ampitheater.
. The purpose of the
rally is to discuss the
Shah’s visit, and to explain
w6y Iranian students are
protesting this visit across
the country.
: In addition to the SJSU
rally, the ISA is sponsoring
a demonstration Tuesday
at 10 p.m. at the San
Francisco Civic Center.

The Christian Science
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WM/ 110041[NE
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IN SEARCH
OF THE SOUL
67,000 DREAMS
THE MYSTERY
THAT HEALS
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LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
and Youthful Drivers

289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
91 Paseo de San Antonio
(between 2nd and 3rd Sts
by the fountain!

CLASSIFIEDS
Supplement and Beauty advisor
Call 011679 019S,6 lprn

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

FOR SALE

GRAND
OPENING
)
Imports,
2
Christenson’s
Anatolia fops for the price of
one! A specialty import shop for
Men and women Casual and
exotic clothing, jewelry and
unusual artifacts from 7 dif
ferent countries Price with the
student’s budget in mind. Come
in and browse Open 5 days a
week. Monday Mt, Friday. 1010
6, 1186 Lincoln Avenue. Mn
Jose 297 6424 Open weekends.

BULKY HANDK NIT sweaters from
Mexico I for 535 Cal now to Order
TOUrs All orders must be in
before Oct 15 Call 765 917$ M F
before 7 15 or after If IS any
time Sat and Sun

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
nowt information available at
the A s office or phone 371 6811

FLY FOR FUN
Low Club Prices
Airplanes Rental Training. 251
3614. CALL for Price List.

JAPANESE TEAHOUSE is now
open daily In the Kelley Park
Friendship Gardens at 1300
Senter Road, near Keyes. Come
and spend a relaxed morning or
afternoon enjoying a Japanese
lunch. A quiet study area is
avaliable. There are more than
100 oriental teas and 20 gourmet
coffees from which to choose
The Teahouse Facilities which
include a seating capacity for
more than 200 are available tor
group meetings at no charge
The Kelley Park Gardens and
Teahouse will make a gorgeous
setting for a wedding and
reception. Catering and Wed
ding Photography are available
at low student rates. Bride keeps
the Wedng Negatives and all
color prints. For complete
details, please call 2952708 or
998 9699

FOR
FREE
Estate
Real
Consultation. contact Forted
Emami and Robert Taylor. STF
Enterprises. 1150 SouM Bascom.
Suite 13. Phone 288 5515 or 629
7671

WRITE A RESUME NOW!
A
Workbook designed for students,
and
career
housekAves
changers
S6.45 postpaid. CO
Functional Resumes. 1414
Mlravalle Ave, Los Altos 94022.

WILL PAY $15 20/mo. foe Space in
house or garage to Set up Mall
pottery studio. Rich 253 7705 aft
4)30

MEChASen
Jose
State
University MECIIA would Ilke to
thank you for attending our first
meeting this academic year
1977.78. We also want to take this
opportunity to extend a warm
welcome and abraro to all LA
RAZA GENIE. MEChA has
prepared some activities and
programs for this year which
will be announced in the
Spartaguide, in which we hope
that you will participate in. If
YOU are interested in any of the
activities or have new ideas,
accept this as a personal in
vitation to attend the next
MEChA meeting. MEC hA meets
every Monday at 4 p.m. in the
Guadalupe ROM of the Student
Union. Into. call 14081251 3894.

FREDA’S Sandwich Shop Health
foods, sandwiches and drinks.
Sandwiches made 10 your order,
and delicious carrot cake.
Between 3rd and 4th streets an
E. San Salvador.

PARTS and REPAIRS for quality
racing, touring and transportation bicycles HoldworM
frames,
Miyota
bicycles,
Kirkland. clothing by MDA and
others. Competitive pricing.
Shaw’s Lightweight Cycles. 131
E William St .795 5824.

BALINESE
PUPPET
theatre
November 11, 7.30 at 266
Esc uela
Old movies 7:30
November 19 and 26 Donations
toward tuition aid fund 961 0342.

AUTOMOTIVE
OW PORSCHE SERVICE. All work
guaranteed Tune ups from 024
inducing parts Also instruction
in tuning and appraisal service
tor prospective buyers. Free
house calls in central S.J. Phone
Dan 3364740 ern.

riEELS FOR SALE? Incredible
offer to SJSU students. Photo
add for only 57.50 runs until you
sell (max 4 Wks) Call AUTO
VIEW "The Venicie Shopping
Guide." For details call 7477469.

OU TOMOBILE
REFERRAL
SERVICE Let us help you sett
or find an auto, van wagon or
light truck. Private owners and
buyers. Sellers, send us a
complete description of your
vehicle Include up to ten al
tributes Of accessories plus your
name, address and phone
number This introductory offer
for sellers is tree until 11114/77
Buyers. for 50 cents we will send
you a Sorted listing of all
vehicles for sale. Write tout for
details AUTO MASON. P 0
Box 11724. Palo Alto. CA 943060,
call 415/377 8320 and record a
message on Our automatic
fidephone answering system

1969 MG13/GT Classic, Esc rand
52,150 or best offer. Call M F
7 p tn.. 7926163.
- - ’71 VW BUS. Ex cond. 7 pass rbt
engine, clean
Most see
ironing. 52100 797 Nab

------

CANVASSORS
Salary
pius
commission or straight corn
mISSiOn
Will train Home
Expanders. Office Mrs 984 6812
or it no answer 361 3106

NEED FAST and accurate typist
from Palo Alto area for term
Paper Leave name and number
alter a at 327 6066

SHREDDED FOAM rubber SO
cents per lb No limit to a
customer. 793 2954

NEED on call assistance for
Attorney’s office near campus
Guarantee 15 Plus hours Per
week type SO wpm 13 00 per
hour Call Belinda at 294 9323

COUNTRY QUILTS, home made.
various colors, room accents To
KING SIZE, non allergic, cotton
With polyester filling 2950161 or
795 2355

WATERBEDS any size, complete
With mattress, heater, liner,
frame and pedestal, only $119 to
SJSU students with this ad
Located 5 minutes from cam
pus. Noah’s Ark Waterbeds, 116
Keyes St . San Jose. 219 8451

LOST White SarnOY Husky 1 mos
SJS area REWARD Call 793
20S1. 79014. or 354 6749

WANTED
ADDRESSERS
immediately! Work at home, no
experience necessary, exc. Par
Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane. Suite 269, Dallas,
Texas 75231.

NEED 14 PEOPLE to demonstrate
Shaklee Products. "They Sell
Themselves." Earn $165/wk.
working one hour a day. Call
Mac at 266 1453 Olsen. 6 7p.m.

OVERSEAS JOBS. summer/year
round. Europe. S. America,
Australia. Asia,etc. All fields,
5500 $1.200 Monthly. Expenses
Paid. Sightseeing. Freeinfo.
write International Job Center,
Dept. SB, Box 4490, Berkeley.
CA 91704.

LOOKING for 2 mellow roommates
Nice house, quiet, lg. backyard.
fireplace, smoking ok. 0170. plus
of II, own roOm. 377.1743, ask for
Bradley.
A ’female student needs a female
roommate to share 2 bdrm. apt.
Los Gatos.! !$teil)) 356 WNW

QUIET male Sr. or Grad. student.
Pvt, room, quiet house, kitchen
Olin. Minx, 6/3 S. 6th St.

Your OLDER
,
$67 88 81169
BROTHER has a water gun?
CAN? BEAT vOuiII R7 D7

APT. AVAILABLE for 7 females to
share with another. E vening and
night work in Board and Care
Home in exchange for rent
Margie 279 9892.

PERSONALS

THE SJSU GAY STUDENT UNION
meets every Thurs. at 8 pm. in
the Almaden Room of the
Student Union. G.S. U. Is an
informal club striving to meet
the needs of the gay community
on campus and off. You will find
that our meetings are always
friendly and informative.
Meetings are half structured,
half informal, and are attended
by abOut 50 people. Be your
whole self attend! 11/10, Sing
along in Guadalupe Rm, 11/17:
Disco Dance: 12/1: Political
Rap Group: 17/11, Pot Luck off
Political
17/15
campus.
Speaker, 12/22: Dance. Call 298
GAYS for info.

COLLEGE STUDENTS needing
over $100 per week for part time
work F lxible hours Must be
neat, have car and phone. Cal
Fuller Brush Co 2431121 for
interview appointment.

MAKE 5175 or more /wk, working 1
hr/day Become a Shaklee Food

THE PEER DROP In CENTER is
now sponsoring these groups in
process Interpersonal Sexuality
Rap Group, Tuesday 79 Pm.
(ascetics,
Bi sexuals,
Heterosexuals and OtherS1.
Feeling
through
poetry
(reading, writing, etc .1 Wed 721
pm A special time designated
fOr "Meeting New People" Toes
and Thurs II 12 pm. Self
assessment Wed 4 5 pm
Relaxation Group Fridays 45
pm. Student Union Diablo
Room.
WOMEN’S bike, Schwinn Varsity.
exc. cond., $95. Call Rosa’s
Answ. Seen,, 2459792.

EARN EXTRA INCOME IN YOUR
TRAINING
SPARE TIME
PROVIDED. Phone 266 8091.

REGIONAL MAGAZINE needs
people with editorial, ISOM, and
graphics experience. Several
part time positions open Send
resume to Mr Tim Gaufian 575
No 81)
E. Remington Dr
Sunnyvale. CA 94007

SEPARATE BLDG bus off ice
400 sq. It, 2 Wks from SJSU
Inc. 3 desks, filing cabinets,
counters, carpels, air cond.,
sink ref., water and pkg. ideal
for Art Gallery 275 E. William
St. Ing 499s 7th St. 295 5362

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2
barrn. apt. 1/2 Elk, from SJSU.
SI 15 plus util. Begin Jan. or Feb
2016059.

ADVERTISING
TELEPHONE
SURVEY Work hours 59 p.m.
Pleasant voice, able to com
duplicate cheerfully. To conduct
meat advertising telephone
salary,
Starting
survey
$3.50Mr. Phone 798 4900. Ad
vertIsing Mgr .

VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
disturbed children. Peninsula
Children’s Center 494 1200.
. .
VOLUNTEERS needed: Work on a
one to one basis with an
emotionally disturbed child
Learn Behavior
aged 20
Modification techniques, gain
valuable experience. Mornings
9 I,or afternoons 72.304:50 Call
Zonta Children’s Center, 795
3501.

DISCOVER A fresh new you, with
Shaklee products. Call "Bob"
for your complimentary beauty
demonstration. No obligation
766 1453 between 6 7 pm

Part Time.
JEWELRY SALES
Some experience Call 266 6341

THE KATZ MEOW Since I’m too
tate to with you Happy Birthday
and too early to wish you Happy
Channukah, I’ll icist wish you
Happy Day! Water Wasters
Unite!

STUDENT TO SHARE 2 bedroom
apartment.
Non smoker, no
pets. $112.50/rno.pluS 157.50
deposit. Call after 6:00,2461319.

HELP WANTED

Part time
Telephone solicitors
work, full time Pay. Work at
3672700
for
call
home Please
details.

- 4

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm house
near Capitol Exp and Snell Ave
S140 incl utilities. NOrTSITIOkerl
Phone 227 34300r 226 7353.

ACCOUNTING (Auditor) Full time
position open for an individual
maioring in accounting. The
position begins hourly, but will
be management within one
7 am.
year. Hours It pm
Contact Personel 14061 91111 1500
Marriott Hotel, 7700 Mission
College Blvd , Santa Clara. CA
95054 an Equal Opportunity
Employer M,F

FARRELL
What
to the good loOk mu
happened
line drawing you used to use?
The Lone Haranguer

REWARD Lost one BanderSnatch
Answers to the name ot
rum ious " II found, return to
F Gandersnatch Coffee House
44E San Carlos

-HOUSING

SMITH CORONA Galaxie Deluxe
Manual. Portable, like new
cond. Hard case. MUST SELL
292 9303

DRIVER, part time. 53.25/hr. Neat
appearance, husky, to work in
warehouse office, able to Ilft 50
lb boves Work 3 to 5 claysiwk.,
after school, 31 hrs. 298 4900
Personnel.

HARRY

LOST & FOUND

STUDENTS AND SENIOR
CITIZENS 10 percent discount
on recycled clothes, dishes,
household items, books, baskets,
collectibles. Good Stuff! Angie’s
Attic, 555 S. Second St.. San
JoSe. Hrs, 9:30 to 4.30, Mon.
Sat.

NEED on call assistance for
attorney’s office located flee
campus. Guarantee 15.plus
hours per week. Type 50 WPM
13/hr. Call Belinda. 294 93/3.

Special Classic
FOOT REFLE XOLOGY
The theraputic loot massage
Friday evening Noy II. 19,
SatUrdde Morning Nov 12.9 tin
about 1 You will !earn. practice
and
receive
a complete
Reflexology treatment tor
relieving tension and improvaig
irculation You will also wain
ways to improve your thinking
for better heath more hap
piness and more love SPer al
price 610. place 1540 Los Padres
Blvd in Santa Clara lupStairs1
Instructor H011y Lynn

DEBONAIR DATING SERVICE
Fast, personal and selective.
Men and women of all ages are
welcome. Women for the first 30
days will be allowed in free with
this ad. Unlimited in in
troductionS. 759 7734.

TRANSFERRING to Cal State
Northridge? It you know anyone
who is planning to transfer to
Cal State at Northridge, or
moving to the general Vicinity,
please give me a call 48 318
1574
Interested in getting
acquainted and Possibly sharing
an apartment
YOUR OWN legal WM,
Professional tvPin0 and filing
Call after /p.m , 353 374a.

DO

CHI 0 CHERYL FINLEY
meet ya! A Pm DE( T

want to

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
good studcnt you
il you are
may qualify for a 25 percent
discount on your auto .nSurrini
We also offer excellent rates In,
homeowners and rentirs in
swan. Appointments .1 rani_
and place convened I you
Call Bruce Lon at 241 alb

HKBplusW Oho, KLH. MXR.
CV Ohm
Danigu.st
Lux
Pailliarridh, Rift, B plus 0
DCM. M plus K ADC, DO Gas
Janus Miiko Sonus Scott. EPi
JVC. ESS )13L BiC ilL, and
more at Discount
AUDIO ENTERPRISES has
Over 140 Maw brands Of borne
electronics at 10 to SO Peron,
off All new fun warranty Frei.
cassette CarOuSet stylus timer
Of rev Cleaner Sit A at
System. Call 984 5550. M F. 4 v.
All day. Sal Sun ASK tor KEN

TYPING Thesis, term paper Ali
.
no
and fast
8674

TYPING Fast, accurate, and
reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose Patty 984 1642

TRAVEL
PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
57 olf w ad for 7
SPECIAL
color or 4 B and W photos
Regular price $1 50
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 2931000 20
San
Antonio.
Si
Paseo de
(between 151 and 2nd Streets,

DANCING JAZZ, MODERN, TAP
CLASSES beggining
mediately. Phone 275 6514
COMPLETE RESUME SERVICE
Resumes typed and printed $10
and up for 100 copies Typing
$1 first page, 53 earn
only
NORTH
page
additionai
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SUPER
AAMIR’S
SERVICE
PRINT. Orchard Business Park
Orchard Building. 800 Chariot
avenue, Suite 102. (corner of
Charcol and Paragon Dr I San
Jose, CA 95131, 263 4525 or 946
1975
EXPERT in all Academic typing
Correcting Selectric 11 Typewriter.
call Andrea 933 4717
FAST
TYPING SERVICES.
RATES.
REASONABLE
Regent.
WORK
DUALITY
Manning, 297 6510
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER Xmas por
’rads. portfolio mat’l oar
cissism, whimsey. whatever
(inexpensive) Call 247 2175

STEREO
Before you
SAVE THIS AD
purchase costly stereo equip,
color TVs. etc .. check with us for
SUPER DISCOUNTS on 200
major brands. We manufacture
a complete line of quality
Loudspeaker systems and
recording tape wholesale to the
public SOUNDS UNIQUE 998
2693 To Frl 6. Sat 12S

SERVICES

TYPING c CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION.
Student
rates. 75 cents page and up
Term
papers resumes theses
senior projects reports letters,
etc. All work guaranteed. IBM
Correcting Selectrics Business
NORTH
accounts solicited
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SERVICE. 800CHARCOT AVE
107, ORCHARD
SUITE
BUSINESS PARK, SAN JOSE
263 4520 KITTY CARTER.
_
.

1-r:IM--r
ALWAYS
GET
FROM
AILYRESLILTS
77/E

DEAR STUDENTS Your insuranci,
man on the campus can take
care Of all your insurance
needs AUTO. HOME. RE N
TERS, FIRE. LIFE. and
HEALTH
If you are not
already with State Farm, call
for an appointment at my office
or home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus.
Let’s
get rtogehomthee’r 6’andmtVpiv’eff YOU.
you
coverage for less money
CALL MORY STAR. 753 3777 or
446 3649.

/SDPARTAN
C LASSI FIE DS!

TYPING FAST,
EFFICIENT.
RELIABLE
Term papers.
reports, theses, letters,
resumes. etc Error free wit BM
Call
Correcting Selectrir
Barbara Morgan at 252 7068

TYPING. FAST AND ACCURATE
Got a deadline? We can meet it
for you Revisions? Fast and
cheap on our automatic
equipment.
And we do
trimelling. too! Call Heather
767 8593 anytime

MONTH IN BAJA MEXICO,
couples needed to share e
penses, all necessities will b,
provided. sow., 525050 O."
person covers everything Dec
16 to Jan 14 For more info can
Lose, 991 1619

ASK SOMEONE
WHO KNOWS. . .

INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing,
grammar, form 9 a 9 pm
Phone Margie Reeves. 994 1265

SURROGATE PARENTS available
to care for your chddren in A
toying home situation for any
emergency, for A day. Cnier
night.
weekend or extended
vacation
Full 24 hour care
available, including taking the
children to and from their owe
school Full facilities availabi,
to care for tiny infants too
Enjoy a 2nd honeymoon without
TOW children, knowng they will
be safely cared for Low rates
Discount tor more than one
Child For further details Call
998 9699 days or 757 843 ,
evenings

FREE WORLDWIDE CHARTt
FLIGHT Locating Service we
represent all operators
Paris London Amsterdam Era
nkfort Zurich Dusseldorf Israr
Philip
I
11011g
Kong
Nu.,
pines
Chicago
interne.on..
York .111PNali
Student Identity Card Ove,
seas Job Placement (Students
information
Only!) Tour
(Budget) infra European St
udent F tights Student Tours
Crain
Israel. U S 5 R
in
tours
info. .Camping
Europe.. Student flights to Asia.
Africa, Australia. Middle East
(from Euroixl Mexico Travel
Traveler’s in
Information
Travel
surance
Publications Car Leasing and
purchasing.. Maps, hard to find
travel books, luggage and
backpacks ..Please visit one 01
our offices- On Campus Ma
Floor of Student Iln.nel insiis
Business Office Toes. Wry
Thurs. 02. Oft campus Tr,
and Travel Planning Co (for
rnerly Campus Travel advisors)
444 E. WilliamS St. SJ 95117 Cali
4081297 1613 Mon Fri 900 5.00

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
REALLY WORK!
JC 208
Between 9am-3pm

AUDIOPHILES,
ATTENTION
Tannin, Phase Linear, Genesis,
Mem El

I.
Print Your Ad Here:
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SJSU dropout swimmingly successful
(Continued from Page 1)
look of astonishment crossed her face.
The next day, she said, U.S. Olympic Committee
member and 1947 Sullivan winner Jack Kelly, brother of
Monaco’s Princess Grace, slipped into another commi.ltee
meeting to notify Baross of her finalist standing.
Past winners of the Sullivan include Bruce Jenner,
1976; Bill Walton, 1973; Mark Spitz, 1971; Jim Ryun, 1966;
Don Schollander, 1964; and Wilma Rudolph, 1961.
And what did Baross’ parents in Riverside say about
her nomination?
They don’t know yet. I should’ve called them, I
suppose," she said somewhat guiltily. "Well, they don’t
get that excited."
Baross’ parents later read of their daughter’s
nomination in a Riverside newspaper.
The youngest in a family of four swimming children
(older sister Molly was a member of the 1965 junior
national champion synchro team and brothers Jim and

Dave swam and played water polo), Baross began
competitive speed swimming at age 5 in Riverside.
At age 10 she joined the Riverside Aquettes synchronized swimming club and enjoyed it so much that
speed swimming was all but forgotten.
"I think the reason I started so young was because my
brothers and sisters were ready to do something and they
didn’t want to leave meat home," she said half-jokingly.
Baross swam with the Aquettes until after her
graduation from Riverside Polytechnic High in 1972, when
she came to the Aquamaids and SJSU.
"I knew I wanted to come a long time before I did it,"
she said. "I thought I’d come to Santa Clara and swim two
years, but after the first year,! knew I’d stay longer."
Her decision to stay was no doubt made easier by the
fact that since 1972 the Aquamaids have won every indoor
and outdoor AAU senior national championship, a string
of 12, and a total of 17 national titles.
Internationally, Baross has been on Aquamaid teams

Syncro-partner wins
her share of titles, too
Shelley ’s 1977 solo win at
the Amateur Athletic
Union’s outdoor junior
nationals.
While she will step into
Baross’ shoes as Western
U.S. athletic representative to the AAU in
January, Shelley is more
modest about her hopes of
following in her ex partner’s footsteps in
competition.
"It owuld be nice to
aim for the solo national
championship," she said,
"but there are so many
good girls on our team, I
don’t know.
"I’m not really worried
about it; if it comes, it
comes, but I’ll have to work
for it."
Competing in the 1979
Pan-Am Games is her
ultimate goal. After that,
Laundry 8 Dry
she will probably retire,
Cleaning
she said.
"We don’t compete in
the Olympics," she said,
"so why stay?"
ANNOUNCES ITS
Shelley joined the
Aquamaids in late 1973. She
GRAND
left her parents in Wichita,
RE -OPENING
Kan., where she started
ONE DAY
with the Regalettes at age
8.
SERVICE
Shelley said she’d like
We also do sleeping bogs.
to stay in Northern
suedes S leathers. carpets
California after graduation
drapes pillows. etc.
and eventual retirement.
"There are more
EAT THIS COUPON IN
things to do in the Bay
AND GET
Area," she said. "There’s
more cultural activity here
than in Kansas.
ONYOURNEXTORDER
"I like the weather,
CORNEROFEIth&
too. I miss winter, though,
WILLIAMS
and I miss snow."
Free Por4/ng
Shelley, who like
ToqotBaross dropped out of

By Chris Georges
Sue Berms isn’t the
synchronized
only
swimming success st3ry at
SJSU.
Baross’ duet partner
Linda Shelley, a 20-yearold biology sophomore, has
captured her own share of
duet and solo championships in four years with
Clara
the
Santa
Aquamaids.
1975
Shelley,
a
graduate of Willow Glen
High School, was Baron’
partner for three years,
beginning in 1975.
Together the pair won
five national and international titles, not to
mention 12 team wins and

1:tifiacts
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SERVICE
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SPECIAL

Facett and Dorthy Hamill
elFarrah
regularly moo NOW $7.00
Blow cuts reg $7.00 NOW 15.00
’,
coupon)
rjobj.(with

ReGIS beauty
707

52 N. First Street S.J.
Oakridge Mall. S J
E. El Camino Mt. Vit.,

(AY1A.
Ilford* Kodak
Kodak Processing

20% off
at...

film
paper
cnemistry

THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

Linda
school last year to compete, said being a national
or international champion
hinges on one’s frame of
mind.
"It’s all mental," she
said. "The physical part is
all behind you, by championships. It’s just mental.
You’ve got to think
positive."
Positive has been the
byword of Shelley’s experiences with the
Aquamaids.
"The places I’ve seen,
the people I’ve met," she

On this date in:
1962: Approval was
given to begn planning
SJS’s new student union.
The College Union was a
small building at Fourth
and San Fernando streets.
The new union was completed in 1970.
MardynOdello
Shelley
1963: Arizona State
University beat SJS at the
said, "it’s more than I’d Spartans’ Homecoming
ever learn here in the game. Some of the players
states.
that night were Ron
"This year, when we DeMonner (SJS), currently
went to Switzerland (for offensive line coach for the
the Swiss Open), it was the Spartans, and Charlie
best trip I’ve ever been on, Harraway, SJS fullback,
because after the com- and Charlie Taylor, ASU
petition we got to go tailback, who were later
sightseeing. We hit a lot of teammates with the NFL’s
Washington Redskins.
beautiful spots.
1968: Still trying to
If things go as well for secure big name groups to
Linda Shelley as they have play at SJS, the program
been, she’ll be hitting a lot board managed to get one
more beautiful spots in of "San Francisco’s better
years to come.
rock bands," the Sons of
Champlin, to play at the
Homecoming dance.
1969: Sigma Chi and
undressing
her.
He Alpha Phi were the winners
described the suspect as of the first, and onlyh, coed
Mexican-American, in his sauna pack-in. The two
’30s, about 5 feet 10 inches Greek groups managed to
tall and weighing 127 pack in, going man-woman
pounds.

Sex assaults this week
(Continued from Page 1)
The suspect was
described as Mexican American, from 25-30, of
unknown height with a
protruding stomach. The
victim said he had
shoulder-length dirty hair,
a "fu-manchu moustache,
yellow dirty teeth, strong
body odor and a longsleeved shirt and brown
pants that were dirty and
stained with grease."
Graves said police
believe that there are
several persons committing the campus-area
rapes, although there is "a
strong possibility that
several are committed by
the same person."
The victim of the
Sunday incident was an
elderly half-way house
resident, according to
University Police Sgt. Bill
Correll.
He said the woman was
hit on the head with a "rock
or dirt clod" and dragged
into the bushes by a man
she had met in a restaurant
on Santa Clara Street and
walked with to the campus
Correll said the man
attempted unsuccessfully
to rape the woman after

SJSU ALUM STARST-1
In 1976, Fronk Loise led oil
first -year agentsiwith College
Life in soles for the entire
country.
Why? Because he designs his
plans for his client’s needs.
Frank for on apCall
pointment: 295-9533

+.)01‘,,A4,

you’VE

e 41

set-

NIP

._Specializing

. . .You may qualify for this intensive, 12 week,
post-graduate course, which prepares you to
assume a responsible position as a skilled
member of the legal team.

117

SD

DEMONSTRATION
DAY
Dry Transfer Lettering,
Color Sheets and
Border and Litho Tapes

The Manufacturers
Representative From
Zipatone Will Be Here To,
Demonstrate And Answer
Your Questions.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
November 10th
11:00-2:00

Spartan
/13oolutora
Son Jose State University
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A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training’s
LAWYER’S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus at the Univ. of CA
at Berkley, Monday, November 14,
Room 400, Eshleman Hall
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.

(WICKER STRAW RATTAN BAMBOO
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Interested in the LAW?
. . .and in a career?

Arrange to attend the presentation
between 9 /4 10 am, interviews
follow.
For further information
contact: UC Berkley Placement
Services; Call 642-0720
For Free Brochure, contact:
LAWYER’S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Alcara Park
San Diego, CA 92110
(714)291.6480 Ext. 247
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said. "There’s more freedom of expression and it can La
very dramatic."
Duet is more a sharing of ideas. Baross and duet
partner-roommate Linda Shelley, a biology sophomore at
SJSU, must not only look like each other in the water, but
must also work together almost flawlessly.
"It’s hard to get eight girls to agree on anything,"
Baross said of team competition. But she added that the
best, most visually dynamic routines usually come out of
the grouping.
She said her recent retirement from competition will
allow her time to complete her internship, part of which
she fulfilled by assisting Margo Erickson to coach SJSU’s
Golden Fins.
Retirement also means pursuing other athletic interests long denied.
"I’m not sports-minded at all," Baross said. "I’m
trying to change that now. I didn’t have time to do
anything before, I was so into my sport."
Baross will be assistant coaching at the Aquamaids
for about a month, she said, and will then probably take a
well-deserved vacation from the sport.
"I don’t want to coach for a couple of years, because I
think a competitive athlete has to get away from it for a
while in order to be a successful coach. Right now, I’m too
closely involved."
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that have won championships at the World Games ( 1973
and 1975), the Pan-Am Games (,)5791
the Pan-Pacific
Games ( 1974, ’76 and ’77) and the All-Japan Invitational
(1974).
Baross has won solo or duet titles at all but the World
and Pan-Am Games.
One major international athletic competition is
conspicuously absent from the list, though: the Olympic
Games.
"It’s definitely a big disappointment," she said, "not
being able to compete in the Olympics."
A possibility exists that either Russia or the United
States might add synchronized swimming as a demonstration sport in 1980 or 1984, as was done in Montreal for
women’s rowing.
But being wise to the ways of the sports world, Baross
said of the Russians in 1980, "If they thought that they’d
win, I think they’d do it."
Since synchronized swimming has not gained
Olympic status, Baross remains a standout in a littleknown sport.
Synchro, sometimes called "water ballet" by the
uninitiated, combines "the flexibility of a gymnast, the
grace of a figure skater, the endurance of a swimmer and
the body positions of a diver," she said.
"Synchronized swimming is to speed swimming what
figure skating is to speed skating," she said, adding
"except we’re melted."
Despite the relative obscurity of her sport, Baross has
not been totally bereft of recognition. Sports Illustrated
featured her in its "Faces in the Crowd" section of Aug. 8,
for which she received an Award of Merit from the
magazine.
The "face in the crowd" described the rigors of
synchro practice.
Eleven months a year, six days a week, four hours a
day, she and her Aquamaid teammates would work on
conditioning, breath control and finally, as the season
progressed, the various figures which would later be
distilled into four- or five-minute routines set to music for
performance before judges, much like a floor exercise in
gymnastics.
Baross said that the three types of routines, solo, duet
and team, have different requirements and produce
different results.
"In solo, you get to make up your own routine," she
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